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Abstract—Aphotonics-basedradar-lidar integratedsystem
is proposed, which consists of a photonics-based radar and
a frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) lidar. Since
the photonic generation of RF signals is used, the transmit-
ter can simultaneously generate linear frequency-modulated
(LFM) radio-frequency (RF) and optical signals. Meanwhile,
similar data acquisition methods are shared by the radar and
lidar subsystems because FMCW ranging method is used in
both of them. In the integrated system, the lidar subsystem
provides high-resolution 3D images and velocity distribu-
tions, while the radar subsystem can implement real-time
imaging with high frame rates. An experiment is carried out,
in which a system consisting of a K-band radar and a 1550-nm
FMCW lidar is used. The bandwidth of the radar and lidar subsystems are 8-GHz and 4-GHz. The standard deviations
of displacements between the measured and the expected distances are 0.342 cm and 0.997 cm for the radar and lidar
subsystems,respectively.For multi-sensorfusion applications, the 3D image and velocity distributionof a static cardboard
and a spinning disk are obtained by the lidar subsystem, while the inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) imaging for the
spinning disk is achieved by the radar subsystem. Since some parts of the system are shared by the lidar and radar
subsystems, the integrated system has a compact configuration, which is a potential configuration of the on-chip radar-
lidar fusion system. Moreover, the performance of the lidar and radar subsystems are higher than the commonly used
radar-lidar fusion system, which can be further enhanced by sophisticated data fusion algorithms.

Index Terms— Photonics-based radar, frequency-modulated continuous-wave lidar, multi-sensor fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

BOTH of radars and lidars are the widely used active
sensors that extract the information of targets from the

backscattered signals [1]–[5]. The difference between them
is that radars use radio-frequency (RF) signals, while lidars
transmit optical signals. In many applications, both of the
information in the RF and optical regime are required to
achieve an overall perception of targets. As a result, a multi-
sensor fusion system consisting of lidars and radars are highly
demanded to extract multi-domain information [6]–[8]. More-
over, as a multi-sensor system, a radar-lidar fusion system has
good applicability and performance. For example, the lidars
are invulnerable to RF interference, and the radars are robust
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against the adverse weather. Using a fusion system, both
of the advantages of lidars and radars can be employed so
that the system can work with low errors in complex environ-
ments [9]–[11]. Due to these features, radar-lidar fusion sys-
tems have been used in automotive driving and remote sensing.
The fusion of lidars and radars in automotive driving can detect
partially obscured objects, enable sufficient coverage for long
and short-range applications, and increase the confidence of
detection [6], [7], [9].

However, in those systems, separate lidar and radar systems
work independently and only the data fusion is adopted.
To meet the cost and space restrictions in multi-sensor applica-
tions, integrated systems are highly demanded. But, nowadays,
there are still challenges to integrate lidars and radars into a
compact system. Firstly, in a radar system, RF signals are
usually generated via fully electronic techniques while the
optical signals have to be generated in the lidar subsystem.
Secondly, different data acquisition methods are required for
the subsystems because an FMCW radar [12] and a time-of-
flight lidar [13] are respectively used in common radar-lidar
fusion applications [14].

Recently, photonics-based radar systems with frequency
flexibility and high performance have been proposed
[15]–[18]. Using the photonic generation of RF signals, a radar
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can operate at multiple bands [16] with high-frequency carriers
and large bandwidths [18]. Meanwhile, real-time radar imag-
ing can be achieved due to the use of photonics-based detection
of RF signals [17]–[19]. The use of photonic techniques not
only improves the performance of radars but also provides a
promising approach for radar-lidar integrated systems, since
the optical and RF signals can be simultaneously generated
in the transmitter. For example, in [20] and [21], a radar-lidar
integrated system is built based on a mode-locked laser. The
multiple tones of the mode-locked laser are used for a Doppler
lidar, while the beat signals of the tones are used to generate
RF signals for a radar. This radar-lidar integrated system
can be used for multi-sensor applications [22], in which the
velocity is obtained by the lidar subsystem and SAR imaging is
achieved by the radar system. However, the spatial resolution
of the system is not sufficient good, since the bandwidth is
small and laser beam-steering is not used. Besides, the mode-
lock laser used in the system is complex and highly-cost.

A photonics-based radar system can also be achieved by
photonic frequency multiplication using electro-optical mod-
ulators [17]–[19]. The radar has a larger bandwidth than
that in [15] and [16]. Moreover, in the systems, linear
frequency-modulated (LFM) optical and RF signals are simul-
taneously generated in the transmitter, Among which, the LFM
RF signal is used in a radar system, while the LFM optical
signal can be used for a frequency-modulated continuous-
wave (FMCW) lidar to implement simultaneous ranging and
velocimetry [23], [24]. In addition, since FMCW ranging
method [25], [26] are used in the radar and the FMCW lidar
systems, similar signal processing methods can be shared
by them so that the data acquisition module in a radar-
lidar integrated system can be shared by the radar and lidar
subsystems. As far as we know, such a radar-lidar integrated
system has not been reported.

In this work, we propose a radar-lidar integrated system con-
sisting of a photonics-based radar and an FMCW lidar. In the
transmitter, a carrier-suppressed dual-sideband (CS-DSB) opti-
cal signal is generated at a dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder mod-
ulator (DP-MZM). One part of the light is directly used as
the lidar signal, while the radar signal is generated from the
beat signal between the two optical sidebands of the CS-DSB
optical signal. In the receiver, the local optical (LO) signal is
also a CS-DSB optical signal. The reflected light beats with
the LO signal to obtain a de-chirped lidar signal. Meanwhile,
the echo radar signal is processed by the photonic-assisted de-
chirping to obtain a de-chirped radar signal. An experiment is
carried out, in which a K-band photonics-based radar with
a bandwidth of 8 GHz and a 1550-nm FMCW lidar with
a bandwidth of 4 GHz are integrated into a system. The
performance of the radar and lidar subsystems are evaluated
and the multi-sensor applications are demonstrated, in which
a static cardboard with a complex profile and a spinning disk
are respectively used as the target. 3D images and velocity
distribution of the targets are obtained by the lidar system.
Meanwhile, high-frame-rates ISAR imaging for the moving
targets can be achieved via the radar subsystem. Comparing
with the previous radar-lidar fusion system, the integrated
system has a compact configuration, which is a promising

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed radar-lidar integrated sys-
tem. LD: laser diode; DP-MZM: dual-parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator,
LFM: linear frequency-modulated signal. OC: optical coupler, EDFA:
Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, PD: photodetector, EA: electrical amplifier,
PM: phase modulator, LO: local optical signal, OBPF: optical band-pass
filter, BPD: balanced photodetector, ELPF: electrical low pass filter.

configuration for an on-chip radar-lidar integrated system.
Moreover, the performance of the lidar and radar subsystems
are higher than the commonly used radar-lidar fusion system,
which promises a robust multi-sensor fusion system with small
size, high-resolution, and high-frame-rates.

II. SYSTEM AND PRINCIPLE

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed
radar-lidar integrated system. The solid black lines represent
optical fibers. The blue dashed lines are electrical cables.
In the transmitter, a continuous lightwave is modulated at a
DP-MZM. An LFM signal is generated by a low-speed
electrical signal generator, which is split by a 90-degree
hybrid and used to drive the two sub-MZMs of the DP-MZM
(i.e., MZM1 and MZM2), respectively. By biasing the two
sub-MZMs at the maximum transmission point, the output
signals of the two sub-MZMs can be expressed as

E1 = A1 cos {β cos [(ω0 + kt) t]} eiωct

E2 = A2 cos
{
β cos

[
(ω0 + kt) t + π

2

]}
eiωct (1)

where A1 and A2 are the magnitudes of the output signals of
MZM1 and MZM2, ω = ω0+ 2kt is the instantaneous angular
frequency of the LFM signal. β and ωc are the modulation
index and the angular frequency of the optical carrier. The
optical phase difference between the two sub-MZMs is set to
π so that the output signal of the DP-MZM can be expressed
as

EDP-MZM = A1 cos {β cos [(ω0 + kt) t]} eiωct

+A2 cos
{
β cos

[
(ω0 + kt) t + π

2

]}
ei(ωct+π) (2)

Using Jacobi-Anger expansion, (2) can be expanded as

EDP-MZM ∝ J2 (β) cos [ωct + 2 (ω0 + kt) t]

+J2 (β) cos [ωct − 2 (ω0 + kt) t] (3)
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where J2(β) is the 2nd-order Bessel function of the first
kind. Then, the modulated light is split into four parts by an
optical coupler. The first part is used as the transmitted signal
of the lidar subsystem. The second part is converted to the
transmitted signal of the radar subsystem by a photodetector,
which can be expressed as

ERadar ∝ [J2 (β)]2 cos [4 (ω0 + kt) t] (4)

The other two parts of the light are used as the LO signals
of the radar and lidar subsystems, respectively. It should be
noted that the radar signal in (4) is frequency quadrupled to
obtain a high-frequency RF carrier and a large bandwidth.

In the receiver, the reflected optical signal in the lidar
subsystem is collected and beats with the LO lidar signal in a
balanced photodetector (BPD) to generate a de-chirped lidar
signal, which is given by

Ilidar ∝ J2 (β) cos (4kτ t+ωdt)+ J2 (β) cos (4kτ t − ωdt) (5)

where ωd is the optical Doppler frequency shift (DFS), τ =
2R/c is the time delay of the reflected optical signal. R
and c are the distance of the target and the speed of light
in vacuum. It should be noted that the lidar subsystem is
a CS-DSB FMCW lidar so that a dual-frequency de-chirped
signal can be obtained. The sum and the difference of the two
frequencies can be respectively used to calculate the distance
and velocity [23].

For the radar subsystem, the RF echo is processed by
photonic-assisted de-chirping in the receiver [17], [18]. The
echo RF signal is firstly used to drive a phase modulator,
in which the LO optical signal is modulated. Then, the LO
signal is detected by a photodetector to generate a de-chirped
radar signal, which can be written as

Iradar ∝ cos (8kτ t) (6)

Since the bandwidth of the LFM signal in (4) is enlarged
4 times, the distance resolution of the photonics-based radar
is enhanced by 4 times. According to (5) and (6), similar
signal processing methods can be used for the lidar and
radar subsystems. In the data acquisition module, an electrical
low pass filter (ELPF) is first used to obtain the de-chirped
lidar signals and radar signals. Then, an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) is used to convert the signals into digital
signals. The short-time Fourier transform is used to extract
the spectra of the digital signals. Finally, the peak frequencies
in the spectra are used to calculate the distances and velocities,
in which wideband receivers can be avoided [27].

III. EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION

An experiment is carried out, in which the performance of
the radar-lidar integrated system is evaluated. In the system, a
1550-nm lightwave from a narrow linewidth laser diode (Ter-
aXion Inc.) is modulated at a DP-MZM (Fujitsu FTM7962EP).
A 4.5-6.5 GHz LFM RF signal with a period of 50 μs is used
to drive the DP-MZM. A CS-DSB optical signal with only
the ±2nd-order sidebands is generated. The power of the LO
signal is around 2 mW and the transmitted optical signal is
around 200 mW. The light beam is collimated and the spot

Fig. 2. (a) Optical spectrum of the transmitted lidar signal. Only the
±2nd-order sidebands are generated with 6-dB carrier-suppression ratio.
(b) Spectrum of the transmitted radar signal. An 18-26 GHZ broadband
signal is generated for radar subsystem.

diameter is around 10 mm. Fig.2 shows the optical spectrum of
the transmitted lidar signal and the spectrum of the transmitted
radar signal. For the FMCW lidar subsystem, the frequency
shifts of the ±2nd-order optical sidebands are ± (9-13) GHz so
that the bandwidth of the lidar is 4 GHz. The two sidebands
have opposite chirp rates and the carrier-sideband intensity
ratio is around 6 dB. For the photonics-based radar subsystem,
an electrical band-pass filter is used to select the beat signal
between the ±2nd-order sidebands so that an 18-26 GHz RF
signal is generated. The bandwidth of the transmitted radar
signal is 8 GHz and the out-of-band rejection is more than
20 dB. In the receiver, a BPD (Thorlabs PDB450C) with
a bandwidth of 150 MHz is used to obtain the de-chirped
lidar signal. The same devices as that used in the previous
work [9] are used to get the de-chirped radar signal via
photonic-assisted de-chirping. Finally, the de-chirped lidar
and radar signals are recorded and processed to extract the
information of targets

A photograph of the prototype of the radar-lidar integrated
system is shown as Fig. 3(c). The signal generation module
and the signal processing module are included in the black
box. The radar signal is transmitted by the antenna in the front
of the box, while one part of the optical signal in the black
box is extracted and amplified by an EDFA. The amplified
optical signal is used as the lidar signal and transmitted by
a telescope on a rotatable platform. The size of the system
is comparable to the radar-lidar fusion system in [14]. But,
since it is a prototype, the size of the proposed system can
be further miniaturized with small beam-scanning devices.
To evaluate the performance of the radar and lidar subsystems,
the distance resolutions of the radar and lidar subsystems
are measured. In the experiment, the signal backscattered
from the target is recorded using a real-time oscillator and
off-line processed. Two closed corner reflectors and a movable
mirror are respectively used as the targets for the radar and
lidar subsystems. The two corner reflectors are spaced by
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Fig. 3. (a)-(b) Ranging resolution of the radar and the lidar subsystems.
(a) The spectrum of the de-chirped radar signal reflected by two corner
reflectors. (b) The spectra of the de-chirped lidar signal reflected by
a mirror at different positons. (c) The appearance of the lidar-radar
integrated system.

Fig. 4. Performance of the radar and lidar subsystems. (a)-(b) The
ranging performance of the radar and lidar subsystems, respectively.
(c)-(d) The velocimetry performance of the lidar subsystem.

2.5 cm. The spectrum of the de-chirped radar signal is shown
in Fig. 3 (a), which has two separate peaks. On the other
hand, the mirror is successively placed at a distance of 0
cm and 4 cm. The spectra of the de-chirped lidar signal at
two different distances are shown in Fig. 3(b). According to
the measurement result, the practical resolutions of the radar
and lidar subsystems are around 2.5 cm and 4 cm, even

Fig. 5. Measurements of a static cardboard. (a) The spectrum of
the de-chirped radar signal. (b) Left: the 3D image measured by the
lidar. Inset: the photograph of the cardboard. Right: the spectrum of the
de-chirped lidar signal at one measurement point.

though the theoretical distance resolution of the radar and
lidar is 1.875 cm and 3.75 cm, according to δR = c/2B .
More measurements are implemented to estimate measurement
errors. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the different distances measured
by the radar and lidar, respectively. The standard deviations
of the displacements between the measured distances and the
expected values are 0.342 cm and 0.997 cm for the radar
and lidar subsystems. Moreover, the performance of the lidar
velocimetry is also evaluated. The spectra of the de-chirped
lidar signal are shown in Fig. 3(c), in which all the spectra
shows two peaks. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the peaks are less than 0.032MHz, which indicates a
velocity resolution finer than 2.48 cm/s. Several measurements
are implemented at different velocities, which are shown
in Fig. 3 (d). The standard deviation of the displacements
between the measured velocities and the expected values is
0.103 cm/s.

To demonstrate the applications of the proposed system in
multi-sensor fusion, a cardboard with a complex profile is
firstly adopted as the target. Since the RF signal has a larger
angle of divergence, the radar subsystem cannot distinguish
the complex profile of the cardboard. As a result, a spectrum
of the de-chirped signal with a single peak is obtained by
the radar subsystem in Fig. 5(a). Only the average distance
of the cardboard can be extracted. The FWHM of the peak
is 75 kHz, which means that the distances of the cardboard
distribute in a range of 7.0 cm. For the lidar subsystem,
the telescope is mounted on a 2D rotatable platform (shown
as Fig. 3(c)) so that the pitch and yaw angles of the laser
beam can be controlled and measured in real-time. In the
experiment, one point is measured in every second and the
de-chirped lidar signals at different points are recorded. One
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Fig. 6. Measurements of a spinning disk implemented by the radar
subsystem. (a) Left: the cartoon diagram of the spinning disk. Right:
the expected distribution of tangential velocities on the spinning disk.
The color represents the value of tangential velocity. The small circle on
the disk indicates the covered area of laser beam during a single-point
measurement. (b) The spectrum of the de-chirped radar signal. (c) Four
different frames of ISAR images obtained by the radar subsystem. The
color represents intensity of the echoed radar signal.

of the measured spectra is shown in the right subfigure of
Fig. 5 (b). The FWHM of the peak is 40 kHz, which indicates
a distance resolution of 7.5 cm. The range resolution is worse
than that in Fig. 3. It is because that the echo signal of the
cardboard is much weaker than the mirror so that the averaged
spectrum is used to suppress the noise and spur. According to
the measurement results at different points, the 3D image of
the cardboard is calculated and shown in the left subfigure of
Fig. 5(b), in which the angular resolution is 2.5-degree. In the
3D image, only the relative distances are displayed, which
clearly shows a tilted cardboard with a clear “N” on the
profile. Although the lidar subsystem has a lower resolution of
distance than the radar subsystem, it can achieve 3D imaging
for the complex profiles of the targets due to its high angular
resolution. As a result, using radar-lidar fusion, high-resolution
3D imaging may be achieved.

A spinning disk is also used to verify the capability of
the proposed system to detect a moving target. The disk is
shown as the cartoon diagram in the left subfigure of Fig. 6(a),
which has a diameter of 10 cm and spins clockwise. The
right subfigure of Fig. 6(a) shows the expected distribution
of tangential velocities on the disk. For the radar subsystem,
inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) imaging can be imple-
mented to detect the spinning disk. Since the photonics-based
de-chirping process is employed, the photonics-based radar
system can implement real-time ISAR imaging with a high
frame rate as much as 100 frames per second [18]. Fig. 6(c)
shows four different frames of the ISAR images of the
spinning disk which are obtained by the radar subsystem.
The frame rate of the ISAR imaging in the experiment is
5 frames per second and the color of the images presents the

Fig. 7. Measurements of a spinning disk implemented by the lidar
subsystem. (a) The spectrum of the de-chirped lidar signal, which is
measured at a single point. (b) The 3D image of the spinning disk
obtained by the lidar. Inset: the photograph of the disk. (c)-(d) The
distribution of line-of-sight velocities and the distribution of tangential
velocities on the spinning disk obtained by the lidar subsystem.

intensity of the echoed RF signal. Different profiles are shown
in different frames, which indicates that the radar subsystem
can sense the spin of the disk. However, the images are too
blur to obtain a high-resolution image of the spinning disk.
Moreover, the distribution of velocities shown in Fig. 6(a)
cannot be obtained. Usually, additional techniques are required
for a radar system to measure the velocity of targets in real-
time [28], since DFSs of the RF signals are too small to be
distinguished in the spectrum.

For the lidar subsystem, not only the distance of the
spinning disk, but also the velocity information on the disk can
be obtained because coherent detection is used. The measured
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT RADAR-LIDAR FUSION SYSTEMS

spectrum of the de-chirped lidar signal in the integrated system
shows two peaks (Fig. 7(a)). The distance and velocity can
be calculated from the sum and the difference of the two
frequencies, respectively. In Fig. 7(a), the FWHM of the two
peaks are much broader than that for a static target. The
resulted velocity resolution is around 1.04 m/s, which is much
worse than the resolution in Fig. 3(c). However, it is caused
by the target rather than the system. Since the diameter of the
laser spot is 10 mm, the velocities in the area covered by the
beam spot (show as the black circle in Fig. 6(a)) distribute in a
relatively large range. As a result, the peaks of the de-chirped
lidar signal are severely broadened due to the varied DFSs,
which eventually worsens the resolution of the system.

Different from the radar subsystem, the 3D image of the
disk and the velocity distribution on the disk can be simul-
taneously obtained by the lidar subsystem. Fig. 7(b) is the
3D images of the spinning disk, in which the inset is the
photograph of the disk. Fig. 7 (c) and (d) shows the measured
velocity distribution on the spinning disk, in which the color
presents the value of velocities. The line-of-sight velocities
(Fig. 7(c)) are directly measured by the lidar subsystem, while
the tangential velocities (Fig. 7(d)) are calculated according
to the measured line-of-sight velocities and 3D-coordinate
of the disk. The distribution of tangential velocities shows
obvious annular structures, which is matched with the expected
velocity distribution shown as Fig.6 (a). Since the spot size
of the laser beam is 10 mm and the angular resolution is 2-
degree, the spatial resolution of the velocity distribution is not
very high. With better beam scanning devices, high spatial
resolution images can be obtained.

Compared with the ISAR images obtained by the radar
subsystem, the 3D images obtained by the lidar subsystem
have lower frame rates since beam scanning is required.
However, the lidar subsystem can implement high-spatial-
resolution 3D imaging and velocity distribution mapping.
Therefore, in a practical radar-lidar fusion system, the lidar
subsystem can be used to obtain the high spatial resolution
mapping of the distance and velocity, while the radar can
achieve real-time imaging of the fast-changing target with high
frame rates. Moreover, since photonic techniques and FMCW
ranging methods are used, the measurement errors of the
radar-lidar integrated system are reduced. The performances of
different radar-lidar fusion systems are listed in Table I. In [10]
and [11], the distance errors are more than 8 cm. Although
the distance errors are reduced in [14] using SLAM algo-
rithms, all of the three fusion systems extract velocities from
the variation of the measured distances so that the velocity
errors are large. Although the distance errors in [20]–[22] are

large since the bandwidth of the radar is small, the velocity
errors are reduced since the coherent lidar is used so that
Doppler velocimetry can be implemented. Compared with the
previously reported system, the performance of our proposed
radar-lidar is higher, even though data fusion algorithms are
not used. The mean displacements between the measured
distances and the expected values are around 0.5 cm and
1.7 cm for the radar and lidar subsystems, respectively. The
mean displacement for the velocimetry is around 0.138 cm/s.
With sophisticated algorithms, the performance of the system
can be further enhanced.

In addition, the integrated configuration is achieved
in [20]–[22] and this work because photonic techniques are
used. Since FMCW lidar is suitable for the on-chip lidar
system due to its low peak power [29], the integrated configu-
ration of the proposed system promises a compact radar-lidar
fusion system. Recently, the on-chip photonics-based radar
for ISAR imaging has been reported [30]. The CS-DSB
optical signals generated in the chip can be directly used for
an FMCW lidar, which would enable an on-chip radar-lidar
integrated system for multi-sensor applications.

IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we propose a photonics-based radar-lidar

integrated system and demonstrate its applications in multi-
sensor fusion sensing. The lidar and radar subsystems partially
share a transmitter in which LFM optical and RF signals
are simultaneously generated. In the receiver, similar data
acquisition methods are also shared by the two subsystems.
The prototype of the integrated system is constructed and used
to detect the static and moving targets, respectively. Since the
large bandwidth and coherent detection are used, the standard
deviations of the displacements for the measured distances
and velocities can be reduced to 0.342 cm and 0.103 cm/s
in the radar-lidar integrated system. Experiment results show
that the lidar subsystem can provide the high-resolution 3D
measurements for the targets since it has a high angular
resolution. On the other hand, the radar subsystem has a fast
frame rate since beam scanning is not needed. The radar-lidar
integrated system has a compact configuration, which promises
a multi-sensor fusion system with compact size and multiple
functions, such as an on-chip lidar-radar fusion system.
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